Original papers are being solicited for presentation at the IEEE Global Reliability & Prognostics and Health Management (2022 GlobalRel & PHM – PHM-Yantai)

The 2022 IEEE Global Reliability and PHM Conference will be held in Yantai, China, on October 13-16, 2022. PHM is a wide-ranging, interdisciplinary field, that requires an energized exchange of ideas. This conference will call for world-class expertise in the academic, engineering, and management disciplines to create synergistic exchanges of ideas and practices. Special attention has been paid to assure a sociable and professional atmosphere to encourage networking, forge new relationships, and deepen existing ones.

Authors are invited to submit papers of relevance to the IEEE PHM Conference. PHM topics and applications include but are not limited to:

- Energy Systems
- Electronics Prognostics
- Vehicle Health Management
- Powertrains/Maritime Systems
- Battery Health Management
- Algorithms and Implementation
- Structures and Materials
- Economics and PHM
- Railway Systems
- Gas Turbines and Rotating Machinery
- Multimode Systems
- Aerospace Systems

Important Dates:

- Draft Full Paper Due: June 1, 2022
- Notification of Acceptance: July 9, 2022
- Final Manuscript Due: August 6, 2022
- Conference dates: Oct. 13-16, 2022

All presented papers that meet IEEE quality standards will be submitted to IEEE Xplore® for publication.

For more information visit the conference website: www.icphm.org